We are learning about...

**sh**

Circle words that begin with **sh**

- shoe
- thought
- cheese
- lily
- bride

Draw a line to match blend to the correct word ending. Write word on the line.

- **sh**
  - op
  - ow
  - ip
  - are
  - ed
  - in

Add in the **sh** blend to make words. Draw a picture to match.

- ___ in
- ___ ark
- ___ ape
- ___ ake
Answers

sh

Circle words that begin with sh

shoeflight

shoeflight

Draw a line to match blend to the correct word ending. Write word on the line.

sh

op

ow

ip

are

sh

ed

in

Add in the sh blend to make words. Draw a picture to match.

shin

shark

shape

shake
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